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Almost periodic Sturm-Liouville operators with Cantor homogeneous
spectrum

Mikhaïl Sodin and Peter Yuditskii

To the memory of B Ya Levin (1906-1993) who was a teacher of our teachers and
who gave us so much

Being based on the infinité dimensional Jacobi inversion found earher, we
establish the direct generalization of the well-known properties of finite-band
Sturm-Liouville operators in the case of operators with a homogeneous and,
generally speaking, Cantor-type spectrum, and with pseudocontinuable Weyl func-
tions

In our investigations the group of unimodular characters of the fundamental

group of the résolvent set plays a rôle of the isospectral manifold of the operator
The generahzed Abel map conjugates the nonhnear évolution of spectral data with
a hnear motion on this torus In particular, the operators we consider turn out to
be uniformly almost periodic

§1. Statement of main results

1 1 Consider the Sturm-Liouville équation

L[q]y -y&quot; + q(x)y Xy, -oo&lt;x&lt;oo, (ni)
with a real bounded continuous potential q(x) We dénote by C(x, X) and S(x9 X)

the fundamental solutions of Equations (111) satisfymg initial conditions

C(0, X) S&apos;(0, X) 1, C&apos;(0, X) 5(0, X) 0

By virtue of the classical Weyl theorem (see, for example, Titchmarsh [25, Ch 2]),

for each nonreal X Equation (1 1 1) has solutions

ij/± (x, X) C(x, X) + m±(X)S(x, X), such that ^± e L\R±)

This work was partially supported by ISF Grant no U2Z000
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640 MILKHAIL SODIN AND PETER YUDITSKII

The functions m± are holomorphic outside the real axis, m±(X) m±(X) and

0, %m_{l)l%l &lt;0.

The functions m±(X) are called the Weyl functions; they are defined uniquely by
virtue of the boundedness from below of the potential q(x).

We dénote by g(x, y; X) the Green fonction of L[q] which is defined as the kernel

of the résolvent Rx (L[q] -A)&quot;1. Then (see Titchmarsh [25, Ch. 2])

g(x,x;X) \j/+{x, X)\jj_(x, X)&apos;
(U2)

Without loss of generality, we assume that the origin is the lower bound of the

spectrum of L[q].

1.2. DEFINITION. Let E be a closed set

«,,*,) (1.2.1)

satisfying the conditions:

(i) E is homogeneous (Carleson [5], Jones and Marshall [10]), i.e., there is an
s &gt; 0 such that for ail X e E and ail ô &gt; 0

\(X-ô,X+ô)nE\&gt;eô; (1.2.2)

(ii) the sum of lengths of gaps in E is finite:

£(*,-&lt;*,)&lt; oo. (1.2.3)

A potential q belongs to the class Q(E) if the spectrum of L[q] coincides with E and

the Weyl functions are pseudocontinuable:

m+(X + i0)=m_(X-i0) for a.e. X e E. (1.2.4.)

1.3. Let us stop for a moment at this définition and make some comments.

First, we note that the homogeneity condition (1.2.2) can be written in the

équivalent form which looks slightly more invariant: there is an e &gt; 0 such that for
ail X e E and ail ô &gt; 0

f dt f dt
TT72-£ TZ72-J(/-d,/ +d)nE l * l J(/ -d,/+d) l » *

It will allow us to apply later function theory results obtained in [24].
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Equations (1.1.2) and (1.2.4) imply that the potential q e Q(E) is reflectionless
in the sensé of Craig [6]: for every x e R

Mg(x, x; À ± /0) 0 fora.e. X e E. (1.3.1)

It may be proved (see Appendix) that, vice versa, the Craig condition (1.3.1)
implies condition (1.2.4).

If there is a finite number of gaps in E, then (1.2.4) implies that there is a
rational function m(À) on the hyperelliptic Riemann surface 9tE of the fonction

such that m+(X) =m(X) and m_(X) =m(À*) where * means the involution of the
sheets of the surface 3tE. Hence in this case Q(E) coïncides with the well-known
class of finite-band Sturm-Liouville operators (see, e.g., McKean and van Moer-
beke [19], Dubrovin, Matveev and Novikov [7], Moser [22], and the récent book
Belokolos, Bobenko, Enol&apos;skii, Its, and Matveev [4b]). With the spécial choice of E
the class Q(E) also contains infinite-band periodic potentials investigated by
Marchenko and Ostrovskii [17, 18] (see also Marchenko [16]), by McKean and
Trubowitz [20, 21], and by Garnett and Trubowitz [9]. Such potentials are

connected with hyperelliptic Riemann surfaces of infinité genus.
From the other hand, condition (1.2.4) naturally arises in the spectral theory of

ergodic (or random) Sturm-Liouville operators due to well-known Kotani&apos;s theorem

(see Pastur and Figotin [23a] or Carmona and Lacroix [5a], see also Belokolos,
Bobenko, Enol&apos;skii, Its, and Matveev [4b, Sect. 8.1]). Putting together with the

Pastur-Ishii resuit, it asserts that if L is an ergodic Sturm-Liouville operator with the

density of an absolutely continuous spectrum positive a.e. on a Borelian set A e R,

then condition (1.2.4) holds a.e. on A. That is, ail ergodic (particularly, almost

periodic) Sturm-Liouville operators with a homogeneous spectrum E and with the

density of absolutely continuous spectrum positive a.e. on E belong to the class Q(E).

1.4. Set

APPROXIMATION THEOREM. For afixed homogeneous set E and for each

séquence offinite-band potentials qN e Q(E(N)), N 1, 2,.. there is a subsequence

which converges uniformly on the whole axis R and the set of ail limit potentials
coïncides with Q(E).
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In particular, Q(E) is compact in the topology of uniform convergence on the
whole axis, and since finite-band potentials are uniformly almost periodic (see, for
example, Levitan [14] or Moser [22]), we obtain that every potential of the class

Q(E) is uniformly almost periodic.
Under more restrictive conditions imposed on the set E, the almost periodicity

of potentials of the class Q(E) has been proved in Levitan [14, 15], Pastur and

Tkachenko [23], Egorova [8, 8a].

1.5. Let Q C\E be the résolvent set of the operator L[q\ and let

n{Q) n(Q, — 1) be the fundamental group of Q with the marked point z — 1 (in
fact, its choice is inessential). By n*(Q) we dénote the group of unimodular
characters of n(Q) endowed with the topology dual to the discrète one on n(Q).

Further, we will use the additive form of notations for the compact abelian group

n*(Q) {«(y) g R mod Z: y e n{Q\ a(yx ° y2) a(y,) + a(y2)}.

The group n*(Q) is a finite-dimensional torus if Q is finitely connected, and is an
infinite-dimensional torus if Q is infinitely connected. We will use this torus for a

parameterization of operators L[q]9 q e Q(E) with a given E.

Let us consider the conformai map of the upper half-plane onto the slitted

quarter-plane (see Figure 1):

w: C+ &lt;0, %w &gt; 0}\(J {%w niôj, -h, &lt;Kw&lt;0}, (1.5.1)

normalized by the conditions w(0) =0 and

(1.5.2)

i è

Figure 1
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It maps the spectrum E onto the imaginary semi-axis and the gaps in E onto the
slits. The normalization (1.5.2) is possible by virtue of condition (1.2.3) and
well-known results by Akhiezer and Levin [4, p. 127] (see also Levin [13]). Such

maps were introduced into the spectral theory of Sturm-Liouville operators by
Marchenko and Ostrovskii [17, 18] (see also Marchenko [16]). Later, they were
used by Garnett and Trubowitz [9], and by Pastur and Tkachenko [23].

Let us continue the function w(k) analytically across ail intervais (arbj) and

- oo, 0) into the lower half-plane. We obtain a multivalued function on Q whose

real part is single-valued. The ramification of gw générâtes a character
ô ô(E) e n*(Q). Namely, (5(yy) SJ9 where numbers ôj are defined in (1.5.1) and

{y7} c n(Q) being a System of generators of the group 7r(Q), consisting of loops yJ9

which begin and end at k — 1, and contain Ej — En[bj, oo) inside and E\Ej
outside (see Figure 1).

Now we are able to formulate our main resuit.

1.6. MAIN THEOREM. There exists a homeomorphism between the compacts

Q(E) and n*{Q) conjugating the shift of the potential q{x) h+ q{x + 0 and the linear

motion a -? a + ôt on n*(Q), where ô ô(E).

COROLLARY. Every potential of the class Q(E) is a uniform almost penodic

function whose frequency module is spanned by {ôj}.

In the finite-band case w(k) coincides with the normed abelian intégral of the

second kind with a pôle at infinity, and tt*(O) is a finite-dimensional torus

isomorphic to the real part of the Jacobian of the corresponding hyperelliptic
Riemann surface 3tE. In this case our Main Theorem is a restatement of the

well-known results due to Dubrovin, Matveev and Novikov [7], and McKean and

van Moerbeke [19] (see also Moser [22]). Such results are going back to works by
Akhiezer originally published in the early sixties in a séries of papers in Soviet

Math. Doklady and in Proceedings of the Kharkov Math. Society. Later, they were

summed up in Akhiezer [1-3] (see also Akhiezer and Rybalko [4a]). In fact, in his

papers Akhiezer considered only operators acting on the semi-axis (R+ or Z+).

1.7. Let us introduce a class of divisors

If kj coincides with one of the points apb} we arrange {kp +1) (kJ9 -1). We

endow $){E) with the compact topology of the product of circles I), where ï) is a

two-sheeted covering of I3 [aJ9 b;] with ends identified.
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Following Craig [6], we associate with every potential q e Q(E) the collection of
spectral data D e &lt;2){E) of the operator L[q\. The function g(0, 0; X) is a Nevanlinna
fonction (it préserves the upper half-plane) and by virtue of 1.3.1) its multiplicative
représentation may be rewritten in the form

-Xj &gt; i y/iaj - Â)(b, - X)
(1.7.2)

(see, for example, Appendix in Krein and Nudelman [11] or Craig [6]). By (1.1.2)
with x 0 we obtain

g(0,0;X)=(m_(X)-m+(X))-\ (1.7.2)

and if X} e (aJ9 bj) then X3 is a pôle of one of the functions m±(X) (i.e., Xt is an

eigenvalue of L[q] acting on one of the semi-axes U±). If X} was a pôle of both of
the functions m±(X) then Ay would belong to the spectrum of L[q] what is

impossible. Thus, we may define e, ± 1 depending on which of the functions
m±(X) has a pôle at A, e (a,, è,), and the map Q(E) -*Q}(E) is well-defined.

The shift of the potential q(x) i—&gt; q(x 4- 0 defines a continuous curve
{D(t)}teM c ^(2s), Z)(0) D, and the potential #(0 can be recovered by this curve
using the trace formula proved for this class by Craig [6]

(1.7.3)

where Xj{t) e [aJ9 bj] correspond to the divisor D(t).

1.8. UNIQUENESS THEOREM. The map Q{E)-+@(E) is a homeomorphism

of the compacts Q(E) and

This theorem establishes a continuous parameterization of operators of the class

Q(E) by divisors from Q)(E). In the periodic case this parameterization was found
in Marchenko and Ostrovskii [17]. We should also mention that a bijection between
sets Q(E) and Q)(E) was established in Craig [6] under certain conditions imposed
on the spectrum E which seem to be more restrictive than the homogeneity; on the
other hand in that paper the set of potentials Q{E) was endowed with a weaker

topology of the uniform convergence on each compact subset of M.

1.9. The key to the proofs of our theorems is the fact that the generalized
infinité dimensional Abel map A: @(E) -+n*(Q), being a homeomorphism of thèse
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compacts, linearize, as in the finite-band case, the curve D(t) mapping it onto the
Une a+ô(E)t on n*(Q).

Hère is a plan of the rest of the paper. In Sect. 2 we remind the définition of the
Abel map from Sodin and Yuditskii [24]. In Sect. 3 we prove a &quot;half&quot; of the

Uniqueness Theorem, namely we prove that the collection of spectral data D of the

operator L[q] defines the potential q uniquely, i.e. the map Q{E) -&gt; $(E) is injective.
In Sect. 4 we bring some auxiliary facts concerning a &quot;finite-band approximation&quot;

of 3){E) by 2(Em) and of n*(Q) by n*(Q(N)), where Q{N) C\E(N); and in Sect. 5

we prove Approximation Theorem. Simultaneously, our Main Theorem and

Uniqueness Theorem will be also proved.

§2. The Abel map A: @(E)-+n*(Q)

2.1. Let cd(A, F) be the harmonie measure of a set F c E at A e Q with respect
to the domain Q. The Abel map was defined in [24] as

1_ Çbj

A(D)[yk] ~ Z sj œ(d^ Ek) mod ^ k \,2, (2.1)

where D (Jy (A,, e,) e Q)(E), Ek En[bk, oo), and {yk} being the System of loops

generating the group n(Q) (see Sect. 1.5). As it was checked in this paper, the

homogeneity of £yields the convergence of the séries in the right-hand side of (2.1)
(see also Sect. 4.2 below). This définition of the Abel map agrées with the classical

one in the finite-band case.

2.2. In the just mentioned paper we hâve proved

THEOREM A. Ifa set E is homogeneous, then the Abel map gives a homeomor-

phism between the compacts 3&gt;{E) and n*{Q).

2.3. In the sequel, we dénote by G(z, z0) the Green function (for the usual

Laplacian) of the domain Q with the pôle at z =z0, and we dénote the complex

Green function of Q with a zéro at z z0 by &lt;P(z,z0) =exp[-G(z, z0)

-/ * G(z, z0)]. The function #(z, z0) is character-automorphic (Widom [26]): it has

a single-valued modulus and after analytic continuation along the loop yk the

variation of its argument - *G(z, z0) equals
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Hence a character a a[4&gt;(-, z0)] associated with 4&gt;(-, z0) equals

*) mod Z, fc 1, 2,. (2.3.1)

§3. An operator L[q\9 q e Q(E)9 is uniquely defined by the collection of its spectral
data D

3.1. Now, let us consider the Weyl functions m±. Since m+ and — m_ préserve
the upper half-plane, thèse functions hâve Nevanlinna représentations as Cauchy
intégrais of nonnegative measured da±. Thèse measures are spectral measures of the

restrictions of the operator L[q] on the semi-axis U± correspondingly. By the
Marchenko uniqueness theorem (see, for example, Levitan [14]) thèse measures
define uniquely the potential q(x). So we hâve to prove that thèse measures in turn
are defined by the divisor D.

3.2. LEMMA. Let q e Q(E). Then the Nevanlinna measures do+ of the functions
m+ and —m_ are defined uniquely by the divisor D (Jy (/ly, e,).

Proof In the proof we will use the relations

m+ — m_, (3.2.1)
«(0,0)

m+(A + iO) m_ (À + /O) for a.e. A e E. (3.2.2)

Set

and consider the product F(X) =m+(X)m__(X). The argument strgF(À) varies in the

upper half-plane from —nton. It follows from (3.2.2) that

arg F{X + iO) 0 for a.e. ÀeE.

Since both functions m±{X) are real in the gaps, argF(X) takes there values 0 and

±71.

Now, let us look at the behaviour of m±(X) in the gap — oo, 0). The fonction
m+(À) increases there (because its Nevanlinna measure does not support this gap),

consequently

A €(-00, -1).
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Since g(0,0, X) &gt; 0 as À g — go, 0) (it follows, for example, from représentation
(1.7.1)), we hâve

1

0, 0,
&gt;m+(X), À g (-oo,0).

In addition, m_(À) is decreasing there and hence m_{X) &gt; 0, À g — oo, 0). Thus,

71, X G (-00, -1),
0, A 6 (-1,0).

Similarly, we establish that only one of the functions m±(X) may hâve zéro /lj1} on

(ar bj\ and we set e)X) +1 if Ay(1) is zéro of m+(/l) and ej!) — 1 if X)X) is zéro of
m_(A) (see Figure 2).

Taking into account the fact that log F(k) is represented on JÇA &gt; 0 by the

Cauchy intégral of the boundary values of arg F(X + /0), we obtain a multiplicative
représentation

F(X) fi (3.2.3)

M *k.-i,«kw&gt;-i

Figure 2
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Simultaneously, we hâve defined the divisor

Now we will use some arguments from Sodin and Yuditskii [24]. By Theorem
D from this paper, the fonctions F(À) and m±(X) are functions of bounded type on
Q C\E (it means that they are represented as a quotient of bounded functions),
and, moreover, thèse functions hâve no singular inner factors (the latter means that
the logarithm of modulus is represented in E as a sum of the Green potential and
the Poisson intégral of its boundary values). The factorization F(À) =m+(À)m_(À)
should be considered as a représentation of the positive function on E, given by
(3.2.3), as a square of modulus of boundary values of the function m+(X) which has

no singular inner component and whose zéros and pôles are known. It allows us to
write a multiplicative représentation

-I) LA-Aj^^jjjjg (324)
V1/ X-X *(AA)*

(see détails in the cited paper by the authors).
The left-hand side of (3.2.4) is single-valued on Q, hence, the right-hand side

also should be single-valued. Evaluating the character of the right-hand side of
(3.2.4) and making use of (2.3.1), we obtain

or

A(D^) A{D) + t, (3.2.5)

where x{yk) — \œ{ — 1, Ek) mod Z, k — 1, 2,. defines a fixed character from
7T*(Û).

By Theorem A (Sect. 2.2) Equation (3.2.5) implies that the divisor D(1) e 9{E)
is defined uniquely by the divisor D.

A constant C is evaluated from the condition

- «(0,0;-1) &quot;v &apos;

Thus, the functions m± are determined uniquely by the divisor D and the Lemma
is proved.
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§4. &quot;Finite-band&quot; approximation of D(E) and n*(Q)

4.1. As before, we set

Em [0, oo)\ij (a,,b,)9 QiN) C\BN\

Let {jj} be a System of generators of the fundamental group n{Q) introduced in
Sect. 1.5. Note that {y,},&lt;N is a System of generators of n(Q{N)) and hence an

arbitrary character a(A° e n*(Q{N)) may be extended to a character a e 7r*(O(iV)) by
setting

a°^ (o, y&gt;jv.

It defines a continuous embedding n*(Q{N)) c» 7r*((2). And, vice versa, by a(A/) we

dénote a &quot;projection&quot; of the character a e n*(Q) on n*(Q{N)) which is defîned as

Similarly, every divisor D(N) e Qi(E(N)) may be complemented to a divisor

D D(A°u (Jy&gt; N (bj), D e @(E), and, vice versa, for a given divisor D e 9(E) we

dénote its &quot;projection&quot; onto 9{E{N)) by DiN). Then

a(Ar)-^a, Dm-+D asiV-&gt;oo, (4.1.1)

as it follows directly from the définition of convergence in n*(Q) and &lt;3){E).

We dénote by AiN): @(E(N)) -+n*(QiN)) the classical Abel map which due to

above may be considered as a map A{N)\ 9(E) -&gt;n*(Q). Our next goal is to prove
that

AiN\D) - A(D) for every D e @{E), (4.1.2)

and

(4.1.3)

as TV-» oo.

4.2. Proof o/(4.1.2). We should prove that for every k it holds

\bj œ{dX, EiN\ O) (4.2.1)
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In the proof of this relation we will use two conséquences of the homogeneity of E
which are pertaining to potential theory. At first, we will use the regularity of E
with respect to the Dirichlet problem on Q C\E. Landkof [12]. It follows, for
example, from the Wiener criterion. Secondly, we will use that if E is homogeneous
then C\E Q satisfies the Parreau-Widom condition

G(cJ9 &lt; oo (4.2.2)

(see Jones and Marshall [10]).
First of ail, we will show that for every À e Q and every k

co(Â9 E[N\ Qm) -&gt;œ(X, Ek9 Q), iV -? oo.

To this end, we consider a harmonie function on Q(N)

[N\ Q(N)) - o)(X9 Ek9 Q), N &gt; k,

(4.2.3)

and remark that the homogeneity of E implies the regularity of E with respect to
the Dirichlet problem on C\E. Hence, by the regularity of E,

max \œ(À,E(kN\Q(N))-œ(À,Ek,Q)\-&gt;0, N-+00

(see, for example, Landkof [12]).
Now, in order to prove (4.2.1), we will show that the séries in the left-hand side

of (4.2.1) is majorized by a converging séries consisting of positive terms which do

not dépend on N.

Figure 3
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Let II£ be a connectée! vicinity of [bk, go) on the Riemann sphère and let FIk
be a connectée! vicinity of [0, ak] (see Figure 3). We assume that 77^ n nk 0 and
that -1 g C\(/7^ u!7* Dénote 7^ d/7± and set

min G(A, —1),
r±

where G(A, -1) is the Green function of Q with a pôle at k -1. By the Maximum
Principle applied in 77^ n&amp;(A°, we obtain

EkN\ Q&lt;&quot;&gt;) &lt; G(A, -1), A e U~k

-1), 2 €

Therefore, the convergent séries

\il) {Cj VG{c?-\) o}
P

is a majorant we were looking for.

4.3. Proofof(4A.3). For this purpose, we will use the connection between
conformai maps onto comb-like domains (as in (1.5.1)) and subharmonic majorants
(Levin [13]). Dénote by wN the conformai map (1.5.1) corresponding to the set E(N)

and put v 9îw, vN 9iwN. We will prove that

vN(X)-*v{X)9 N-+oo, (4.3.1)

uniformly on each compact in Q. This relation implies that for every k the variation
of S^at along the loop yk converges to the variation of gw along yk as N -? oo, what
is équivalent to (4.1.3).

Define a class KE of subharmonic functions w(A), X e C, nonnegative on is and

such that

u{X) tlim sup-jTir &lt; 1.
A |a|2

Similarly, we define the class KEiN). As it follows from Levin&apos;s results (see Levin

[13, Theorem 2.5]), the asymptotic (1.5.2) yields

v{k) sup{w(A):u eKE}

vN(À) sup{w(/l) :u e Ke(n&gt;},
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Since KE(N)&lt;=-KE, then vN{X) &lt; v(À), À g C. By the theorem of uniqueness (Levin
[13, Theorem 3.2]) every limit function for the normal family {vN(À)} coincides with
v(À), i.e., (4.3.1) holds.

§5. The proof of Approximation Theorem

Now everything is ready for the proofs of our results. In Sect. 5.1 we will show
that the set of potentials Q(E{N)) is precompact in the topology of the uniform
convergence on the real axis and that every limit (as 7V-» oo) potential belongs to
Q(E). In Sect. 5.2 we will show that every potential from Q(E) is a uniform limit
of potentials from Q(EiN))9 N-* oo. It will prove our Approximation Theorem.

Simultaneously, our Main Theorem and Uniqueness Theorem will also be proved.

5.1. Let qN g Q(E(N)) be a séquence of finite-band potentials and let
Z)(A° g Si{E{N)) c&gt; Q)(E) be a corresponding séquence of spectral data. Since Q)(E) is

compact, we may assume that

D, N-+00.

We should prove that

qN(t)-*q(t) uniformly on R, (5.1.1)

and that

qeQ(E). (5.1.2)

Define a curve {Dm(t)}teU which solves the classical Jacobi inversion problem

A(N)(Dw(t)) A{N)(DW) + ô(EiN))t, t g R. (5.1.3)

Taking into account that Q){E) is compact and that the functions A{N) and A are
continuous on @{E), we obtain by (4.1.2) that A{N) converges to A uniformly on
9)(E). Hence, making use of (4.1.1) and (4.1.3), we may pass to the limit in the

right-hand side of (5.1.3) for every t g M:

A (IV\DiN\t)) -A(D) -h ô(E)t9 N-+oo,

This relation together with compactness of 9{E) and n *(E), with the relation
(4.1.2), and with Theorem A yield
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Dm(t) -+D(t) uniformly on R,

where

A(D{t)) A(D(0)) + ô(E)t, Z)(0) D,

D(/)=U (VHW).
J

Now passing to the limit in the trace formula

7=1

we obtain (5.1.1), where the limit potential q(t) may be recovered by the trace
formula (1.7.3).

The relation (5.1.1) implies (see for example Craig [6]) that the spectrum of the
limit operator L[q] coincides with the set E f)N^, E(N) and that

gN(x, x; k) -+g(x, x; A), #-&gt;oo, x e U. (5.1.4)

uniformly with respect to A lying on each compact in Q. Then (5.1.4) together with
Lemma 5.2 from Craig [6] imply the reflectionless of q (1.3.1), what is équivalent to
(1.2.4) by Appendix. So (5.1.2) is verified.

5.2. Now we show that an arbitrary potential q e Q(E) may be approximated
by potentials from Q(EiN)) uniformly on the real axis.

Let D Z)(0) e @(E) be a divisor corresponding to the potential q. We dénote,
as before, by Dm a &quot;projection&quot; of D on 9{E{N)). There is a fînite-band potential
qN e Q(Em) which corresponds to D(N\ As we hâve proved in Sect. 5.1, the set of
potentials {qN} is precompact in the topology of the uniform convergence on the

real axis and each limit potential belongs to Q(E). By (4.1.1) ail limit potentials for
{qN} hâve the same divisor D of their spectral data and by the resuit proven in Sect.

3 every limit potential should coincide with q(t). So Approximation Theorem is

proved.
Since Main Theorem and Uniqueness Theorem are true for the fînite-band

situation, our arguments together with Theorem A prove both of thèse two
theorems as well.
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Appendix

Reflectionless in the Craig sensé implies pseudocontinuability of the Weyl functions

Let q{x) be a bounded continuous potential. We will show that the Craig
condition

&lt;Rg(x, x; A + iO) 0 for a.e. XeE a(L[q]) (Al)

implies that

m+(A + i&apos;O) m_ (A + iO) for a.e. A e E. A2)

Since the Weyl solutions il/±(x, X) of the Sturm-Liouville équation can be

represented in the form

i//± (x, À) exp&lt; m± (s, À) ds &gt;, (A3)
Uo J

where m±{s, A) are the Weyl functions of the potential q{x + s) (Titchmarsh [25]),
the diagonal of the résolvent kernel g(x, x; X) equals

g(x&apos;x;A)=^i)^

1
; » r / n / m ^ i_ exp&lt; [m_ (s, A) + m (^, A)J ois ?•.

W-(A)—w+(A) y0

Consequently,

— log g(x, x9 A) m_(x, A) + m+ (x, A), JÇA # 0,
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whence

— arg g(x, x, k) %[m_ (x, X) + m+ (x, X)]. (A4)

Dénote the right-hand side of (A4) by u(x, X) and set X / + fe, e &gt; 0.
Let \j/(t) be an arbitrary continuous function with a compact support and let

0 &lt; xx &lt; x2 &lt; 1 be arbitrary values. Integrating twice (A4) and changing the order
of intégration, we obtain

dx -^-2u(x9

x2, x2; r + le) - argg(xx,xx\t+ /e)} du (A5)

Since 0 &lt; argg(x, x;t + ie) &lt; n, we may pass to the limit in the right-hand side of
(A5). Using condition (Al), we obtain

lim \ dx
j u(x91 + ré) dt 0. A6)

Observe, that the internai intégral in (A6) is bounded uniformly with respect to
xe[0, 1] and e g [0,1/2]:

I ; u(x, t + ie)

dt

+t2

?+(*, t -h ie) — ï$m_(x, t + ie)}

1

sup
[ou

The latter supremum is finite since the function x\-+g(x,x\i) is continuous. It
allows us to rewrite (A6) in the form

(A7)
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Now we consider a family of charges

pB(x, dt) u(x, t + m) j~ dt, x € [0, 1], e e [0, 1/2],

where Xe is the indicator-function of the set E. The family pe(x, dt) converges
weakly to a certain charge po(x, dt), as s -*0. Together with (A7) it implies that

&gt;0(x, rfr)

J
dxhm j ^(0p«(x, &lt;/*)} 0.

Since x, and x2 are arbitrary values, we conclude that

il/(t)po(x, dt) 0 for a.e. x e [0, 1].i
The absolutely continuous part of the charge p0 equals

dt
g[m_(x, / + iO) + m+(x9t + /O)] y-^ »

whence for a.e. x e [0, 1]

&lt;8[m_(x, t + /O) -h m+ (x, ^ + /0)] 0 for a.e. t e E. A8)

Further, (Al) and the équation

imply that for every x g [0, 1]

5R[m_ (x, t + iO) - m+ (x, f +10)] 0 for a.e. t e E. A9)

Comparing (A8) and (A9), we obtain that for some x e (0, 1)

m+(x91 + iO) m_(;c, f -h /O) for a.e. t e E.
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Note, that by virtue of (A3)

m± (x, À) — log i//± (x, X)

_C&apos;(x,k)+m±(X)S\xyk)
~

C(x,X)+m±(X)S(x,X)
&apos;

where ail four functions C, S, C and S&apos; are real as X e E. Thus, we hâve obtained
the condition (A2)
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